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evidence as of yet (Sanes and Lichtman, 1999). Many
of the molecules and signaling mechanisms responsible
for the initial steps of synapse formation are known
(Buonanno and Fischbach, 2001; Burden, 2002). Could
some of these molecules play a role in synaptic competi-
tion and synapse elimination? Testing roles for candi-
date molecules will require the use of spatially restricted
dominant negatives or knockouts in a subset of motor
neurons, and it will be necessary also to have precise
temporal control in order to examine effects of candidate
genes only after synapses have properly formed.
Now the question is can we still call this synapse
elimination? The synapse, in fact, is essentially still there
after axon withdrawal, albeit with a different presynaptic
partner. Perhaps “synaptic takeover” will not only de-Synapse Elimination at the Vertebrate NMJ
scribe a novel mechanism for synaptic refinement, but(A) Synaptic transmission produces two signals in the postsynaptic
will refer to a new field of study.muscle, a protective signal (blue cloud) and an elimination signal
(red arrow). Synapses with relatively low activity (middle panel, left
axon) are no longer protected from the elimination signal of a neigh- Karen Zitoboring active axon, resulting in disappearance of postsynaptic
Cold Spring Harbor LaboratoryAChRs and withdrawal of the axon. Modified from Jennings, 1994.
Cold Spring Harbor, New York 11724(B) As in (A), synaptic transmission produces two signals in the
postsynaptic muscle, a protective signal (blue cloud) and an elimina-
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that the terminals of a single motor neuron are all at
different stages of synapse elimination, implying that
the process is under local control at the site on the
muscle fiber (Keller-Peck et al., 2001). However, could
Current Compensation inretracting axon branches influence the outcome of other
branches by supplying them with many of the materials Neuronal Homeostasis
necessary for rapid synapse assembly? From observa-
tions of GFP-tagged synaptic vesicle proteins, there is
evidence that presynaptic proteins can be transported
How do neurons maintain stable intrinsic propertiestogether in packets to nascent synapses (Ahmari et al.,
over long periods of time as the channels that govern2000). One theory is that such a process could be re-
excitability turn over in the membrane? In this issuesponsible for some of the unpredictable “flip-flop” be-
of Neuron, MacLean et al. argue that homeostatic reg-havior observed by Walsh and Lichtman or for tipping
ulation of intrinsic activity can occur by an activity-the balance in favor of the weaker axon.
independent mechanism.But why does an axon decide to retreat? What are
the molecular mechanisms that initiate withdrawal? Re-
turning to the model (see Figure), the molecular identities Human neurons live many decades, yet the ion channels
and receptors that give neurons their distinctive electri-of the “protective” signal and the “elimination” signal
are still a mystery. There has been some speculation of cal properties turn over in the membrane in hours, days,
or weeks. What processes govern the number and distri-roles for growth factors and proteases but no substantial
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bution of ion channels in the membrane so that each
neuron can maintain some semblance of its electrophys-
iological identity over its lifetime? Because changes in
the number, kind, and distribution of ion channels can
lead to altered patterns of activity, if a neuron is to fire
appropriately in response to its inputs throughout its
lifetime, it must regulate, in some manner, the synthesis,
insertion, and degradation of the channels that give rise
to that activity.
In principle, two very different classes of mechanisms
Mechanisms of Neuronal Homeostasiscould result in maintenance of a neuron’s intrinsic mem-
Alternative 1—top pathway: A change in the number of red channelsbrane properties (see Figure): (1) sensors of a neuron’s
alters the cell’s activity, and activity sensors in turn cause a changefiring could be used as negative feedback regulators of
in the number of blue channels to compensate. Alternative
the synthesis, insertion, or degradation of ion channels 2—bottom pathway: Blue channels are regulated by red channel
to regulate homeostatically the final activity pattern of expression, so changes in the number of red channels automatically
the neuron, or (2) the expression or posttranslational change the level of blue channel current.
processing or modification of several ion channels with
“counteracting” influences on activity could be coupled
independently of activity. Previous theoretical and ex- of linking these two currents is clear; both control the
perimental work has focused thus far on the mecha- recovery of the neuron from inhibition. As the timing of
nisms by which activity sensors might lead to stable the neurons in the pyloric rhythm is determined largely
neuronal activity patterns (Davis and Bezprozvanny, by their recovery from inhibition, this particular compen-
2001; Desai et al., 1999; Golowasch et al., 1999; LeMas- satory linkage will tend to stabilize the motor patterns
son et al., 1993; Marder and Prinz, 2002; Stemmler and produced by the STG.
Koch, 1999; Thoby-Brisson and Simmers, 2002; Turrigi- It is hard to imagine that neurons with many different
ano et al., 1994). In this issue of Neuron, MacLean et al. kinds of membrane currents could tune their activity
(MacLean et al., 2003) provide striking evidence in favor merely as a function of linked patterns of expression of
of the second mechanism. different channels. MacLean et al. (2003) saw no evi-
MacLean et al. (2003) exploit a small, exceptionally dence that the expression of other channels was altered
well-defined neuronal network for their studies. The sto- by the overexpression of shal. Moreover, the increased
matogastric ganglion (STG) of the lobster, Panulirus in- level of IH, which did alter activity, was not effectively
terruptus, contains two pyloric dilator (PD) neurons that compensated for on the time scale of the experiments
are rhythmically active as part of the pyloric rhythm conducted.
(Maynard, 1972). In previous work, the Harris-Warrick This paper, like all good papers, is satisfying as much
laboratory had shown that acute modulation of IA, the for the questions it raises as for the answers it provides.
transient outward K current, alters the firing properties If, as is likely, homeostasis of neuronal excitability in-
of STG neurons (Harris-Warrick et al., 1995; Tierney and cludes both activity-dependent and activity-indepen-
Harris-Warrick, 1992). Therefore, the authors reasonably dent mechanisms at work simultaneously (see Figure),
expected that the overexpression of the shal gene, it remains to be discovered how these two kinds of
which codes for IA, would also alter the firing properties mechanisms interact and which currents are regulated
of STG neurons. However, while injection of shal RNA by each kind of mechanism. Interestingly, work on cul-
resulted in large increases in IA, these were virtually tured cortical neurons showed that Na and K current
without effect on the PD neuron’s intrinsic electrical densities changed in response to altered activity, but
excitability. Instead, the authors noted that the in- Ca2 current densities did not (Desai et al., 1999). Per-
creased expression of IA was paralleled by increased haps allowing all currents to change as a function of
levels of IH, the hyperpolarization-activated inward cur- activity provides too many degrees of freedom, and link-
rent. The increased IH compensated for the effects of ing some sets of changes restricts the possible sets of
the overexpression of IA, resulting in the maintenance solutions to the tuning problem, thus keeping neurons
of the PD neuron’s stable firing properties, by resulting
from falling into false minima as they self-tune.
in a different mixture of functional current densities that
was capable of producing a very similar firing pattern
(Goldman et al., 2001). MacLean et al. (2003) then Eve Marder and Astrid A. Prinz
showed that expression of an inactive form of IA also Volen Center
resulted in increases of IH but that this produced uncom- Brandeis University
pensated changes in electrical activity. From these data, Waltham, Massachusetts 02454
the authors conclude that the expression of shal some-
how controls the level of IH, regardless of whether the Selected Reading
activity of the neuron is altered, and that this functions
to compensate, in an activity-independent fashion, for Davis, G.W., and Bezprozvanny, I. (2001). Annu. Rev. Physiol. 63,
847–869.large increases in shal-coded IA.
One of the unanswered questions of this work is Desai, N.S., Rutherford, L.C., and Turrigiano, G.G. (1999). Nat. Neu-
rosci. 2, 515–520.whether, in these neurons, IH current density is always
obligatorily linked to the expression of the shal gene. In Goldman, M.S., Golowasch, J., Marder, E., and Abbott, L.F. (2001).
J. Neurosci. 21, 5229–5238.the context of the pyloric network of the STG, the utility
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(2003). Neuron 37, this issue, 109–120.
many orders of magnitude (e.g., retinal illumination
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Maynard, D.M. (1972). Ann. N Y Acad. Sci. 193, 59–72. found that numerosity is also coded by prefrontal neu-
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Thoby-Brisson, M., and Simmers, J. (2002). J. Neurophysiol. 88, Monkeys were trained to perform a delayed match-
2942–2953. to-sample task that required them to judge whether suc-
Tierney, A.J., and Harris-Warrick, R.M. (1992). J. Neurophysiol. 67, cessive visual displays contained the same number of
599–609. items. To perform this task, monkeys must abstract the
Turrigiano, G., Abbott, L.F., and Marder, E. (1994). Science 264, quantity of items from visual displays that vary widely
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in appearance, and then hold that information in memory
over a short delay. Stimuli were comprised of black dots
on a gray background. To prevent the monkeys from
memorizing the displays, the location and size of the
dots were randomized. But how do we know that theFrom Humble Neural Beginnings
monkeys were solving this task in a way that truly reflectsComes Knowledge of Numbers abstracting quantity, rather than utilizing low-level visual
features (a kind of Clever Hans trick)? To eliminate this
possibility, prior to the experiments, monkeys were
tested with several control stimuli, including displaysFollowing a recent report that monkey prefrontal cor-
with the total area and circumference equated acrosstex contains cells that represent number concepts,
different quantities, displays of low and high dot density,Neider and Miller investigated the scale used to code
and displays in which the dots were replaced with trian-numbers. In this issue of Neuron, they report that pre-
gles, squares, or ovals. Overall, the performance of thefrontal cells use the same scale (Weber’s Law) used
monkeys on the controls indicated that they were indeedby sensory neurons to code stimulus intensity, sug-
judging quantity (Nieder et al., 2002).gesting how abstract cognitive operations may arise
In the present series of experiments, monkeys madefrom simpler building blocks that humans share with
more errors when the numerosities of the match andother animals.
sample stimuli were very close and performed progres-
sively better as the numerical distance between the two
A horse known as “Clever Hans” lived in Berlin around
stimuli increased. This behavior, known as the numerical
the turn of the 20th century. Hans’ claim to fame was that
distance effect, is also observed in humans and other
he was seemingly able to solve mathematical problems,
species. The monkeys also exhibited the numerical size
such as adding two numbers. Noted scientists traveled effect, namely, that for equal numerical distance, dis-
to Berlin to test Hans’ fascinating ability. They would crimination between two numbers gets worse as their
write an equation on a board and wait for him to paw the numerical size increases. In terms of neuronal re-
ground with his hoof. When Hans reached the answer, he sponses, roughly a third of the cells studied exhibited
would stop. Ever since Clever Hans was shown to be selectivity for numerosity, such that activity declined
solving problems in ways that did not involve performing progressively with increasing numerical distance from a
calculations (i.e., “cheating”), scientists have been skep- preferred number (i.e., the one eliciting maximal activity).
tical of accounts of numerical proficiency by animals. Moreover, the neural data mirrored the behavioral nu-
In this issue of Neuron, following their recent report of merical distance and size effects insofar as the neural
monkey prefrontal cells acting as “number detectors” tuning curves also exhibited an inverted V-shape that
(Nieder et al., 2002), Nieder and Miller explore the neural became less selective (wider) with increasing preferred
code employed by prefrontal cells to represent numero- numerosity. The critical new finding was that the neural
sity (Neider and Miller, 2003). Their results provide in- responses appeared to follow Weber’s law, such that
sight into how abstract cognitive operations may arise increasing the numerical distance between numerosities
from simpler neural principles that humans share with by a given fraction improved discriminability. Thus, it
monkeys and probably other species. appears that the coding of an abstract feature such as
The surprising result from the Nieder and Miller study numerosity relies on representations that follow a basic
is that the building blocks of the cognitive sense of principle of sensory physiology, and in this manner the
numerosity may derive from very basic neural mecha- transition between perception and cognition may be
nisms for representing the magnitude of sensory inputs. more gradual. As Nieder and Miller suggest, from an
Sensory judgments often follow Weber’s law (Walraven evolutionary point of view, it might have been adaptive
et al., 1990), namely, I/I  c, where I is the “just to build on existing principles of lower-level sensory
noticeable difference” intensity of a stimulus in order processing to develop representations of information
for it to be detected over a background stimulus of that are more cognitive.
The location of the cells in prefrontal cortex suggestsintensity I (c is a constant). For example, detecting a
